Abstract Abstract Abstract: : : :
These slides are based upon the following papers What is this paper about?
• We explore the possibility of identifying a level of debt that results in an optimal value of the firm.
• We propose a method for finding a normative optimal capital structure for finite flows in two versions: (1) an Excel spreadsheet method for optimal structure, and (2) an analytical formulation. Our approach works when it is assumed that debt interest tax savings are discounted at the cost of equity, Ke.
Problem not solved in finance Problem not solved in finance Problem not solved in finance Problem not solved in finance
• Optimal capital structure (OCS) has been a very elusive issue for many years and experts believe that is one of the unsolved problems of corporate finance.
• Everybody speaks of the OCS, but no one has seen it.
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Theories of OCS
• Tradeoff theory • Pecking order theory or hierarchy of available resource utilization • Cash flow theory of Myers (1993) • Implicit bankruptcy costs theory (consistent with our proposal)
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Tradeoff theory
• Tradeoff theory assumes that the firm defines an OCS and tries to reach it in the future. It recognizes that there are benefits called tax savings on interest tax deductions on debt payments versus costs of financial distress (including potential bankruptcy costs). Both increase with indebtedness and eventually cancel each other out at the OCS.
• This is the most popular theory, which can be found in corporate finance textbooks.
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Then I borrow up to 100%
Discounting the tax savings (TS) at Ku or Kd yields the result that (if not adjusted for bankruptcy costs) the optimal capital structure is 100% debt. However, this result is not reasonable, because as a firm borrows debt funds, there exists some contingent and/or hidden costs associated with the fact that the firm may not be able to pay the debt in the future and become insolvent. This means that there is an expected value or cost of bankruptcy or financial difficulties that reduce the value of the firm. The existence of these costs prevent, in general, firms to borrow up to 100%.
This idea is known as the trade-off theory. 
Trade-Off Costs
Debt information spreads easily and providers can lose confidence and stop providing credit (at zero cost) and require payment in advance on outstanding debt. This reduces liquidity and increases the need for funding, which means a higher cost. Creditors can also reduce the amount of credit facilities such that the firm loses economies of scale and gross margin is reduced. Customers, who also learn of the situation, possibly will not buy the same amount because they prefer a secure supplier.
Human Resources Costs
When the firm gets into financial difficulties, it is possible that quality employees resign from the company. Each new employee must be trained and the loss of intellectual capital is difficult to measure and replace.
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A Vicious Circle
The firm can get into a vicious debt cycle that forces it to explore costlier financial sources. Financing costs above usury rates may not accepted by law to be deducted. That is, the tax savings or shields, TS, are lost. On reaching the extreme situation of near bankruptcy, advisers are required in different areas of the firm such as lawyers in particular. These added costs of financial difficulties can be considerable. USA by industry 1998-2010 • We want to find a D% that maximizes the value of the firm, but managers do not know how or where it is located.
• If there is debt, the firm might earn tax benefits. It is known that the tax savings or tax shields are there, but shareholders do not directly see them because the dividend payments they receive do not clearly show these tax benefits.
• At the same time, with debt comes some financial costs. The hard part is that it is not clear what those future potential bankruptcy costs. Everyone knows how they arise -for example, commercial, financial, and legal costs -but they do not know how to measure them. And nobody says how.
• Although debt has some tax benefits, shareholders' investment is risky due to being the last in the chain to receive their investment and profits. In Search of the EOCS
• There are works that try to find the optimal debt, others seek the speed with which the firm approaches the OCS, etc.
• It is a frantic search for the simple reason that no one knows where or how to calculate the OCS. Everyone talks about the EOC but no one has seen it.
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Implicit Bankruptcy Costs Theory (1)
• While the trade-off theory leaves things "alone" in order to reach an optimal, the proposed discounting of TS at the levered cost of equity, Ke, is normative and prescriptive.
• After discounting the TS with Ke, an optimum is obtained, and you can tell management that there is an optimum and can make decisions to reach that optimal level of leverage.
• It is not left to the "invisible hand" to handle the costs of financial distress and bankruptcy.
• The trade-off theory does not tell management what to do, but says that there are some theoretical costs that may appear and then get an optimum.
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Implicit bankruptcy costs Theory Implicit bankruptcy costs Theory Implicit bankruptcy costs Theory Implicit bankruptcy costs Theory(2) (2) (2) (2)
• Our proposal that tax savings or shields, TS, are discounted at the cost of equity, due to the fact that TS belongs to the shareholder (CFE = FCF + TS -CFD), there is a firm valuation effect associated with debt that does not occur with discount rates Kd and Ku are used (i.e., commonly proposed in corporate finance literature).
• The Ke formula when it is supposed that Ke is the discount rate for TS is:
• By having the debt involved in the formula for Ke, it captures the effect of debt, and an optimum is obtained, as seen in the chart below. Table  Table Table  Table   Year • The proposed Ke reveals the OCS:
• Note that Ke does not imply a constant D% nor a constant WACC (WACC). • In principle, this occurs in countries with double taxation. That is the position of those that asume that there is no such thing as OCS.
• They apply this formula: (1-T debt ) = (1-T corp )(1-T pers ) and they say this makes TS ≈ 0.
• As we are concerned with the maximization of shareholders' wealth, we
should not worry about debtholders wealth. They receive contractual interest and principal payments. What we have to look for is if Int*T corpInt*T debt -Div*T pers = 0 personal taxes destroy TS (T is tax rate). Why this? Because firms do not always distribute 100% of net income. This means that TS=0 if Div/Int = (T corp -T debt ) T pers .
• The condition of full distribution could be tested with information of listed firms. How personal taxes affect TS?
• TS net = TS -Div*T pers = T corp *Int -Div*T pers (1) • This is, net TS after the effect of personal taxes on received dividends by the shareholders.
• TS is tax shields, T corp is the corporate tax rate, Div is the dividends paid by the firm to shareholders, and T pers is the tax rate paid by the shareholder.
Relationship between dividends and interest payments
• If we define that dividends are some proportion of interest, we have Div = b*Int (2) • If we define that the personal tax rate, T pers , is a portion of the corporate tax rate T corp , we have T pers =a*T corp What is the relationship when there is corporate shareholders?
• When equity is shared by personal and institutional (corporate) shareholders, the previous relationship can be rewritten as TS Net = TS -Dividends*ca*T corp -Dividends*pa* T pers = T corp *Interest -Dividends*(ca*T corp +pa* T pers )
where pa + ca = 1, with pa = % of equity owned by individuals and ca = % of equity owned by corporate investors.
• What we are interested in is the case when net TS is zero. In that case, T corp *Interest = Dividends*(ca*T corp +pa* T pers )
T corp /(ca*T corp + pa* T pers ) = Dividends/Interest • We show some evidence that contradicts what has been studied in the literature on capital structure. Using the tradeoff theory for finding an optimal structure, our graphic evidence implies a preference for low leverage.
• An explanation for this behavior is that, given the ignorance of what the OCS is, managers and owners prefer to be on the safe side of the curve. That is, they tend to use low leverage. It is as if there were an horror debiti similar to horror vacuii found in nature.
• We presented a normative model that allows management to identify in advance their firm's optimal capital structure and focus efforts toward that goal.
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Conclusions (1)
• There is some indication of the behavior of VTS as optimizer when calculated with Ke although the market does not recognize it.
• The optimal capital structure is found by numerical methods using Excel Solver and analytical solution using data such as Ku, K, T, FCF and TS. 
Conclusions (2)
• There remains the problem that occurs when Ku -Kd is very small. This affects the optimum, Debt and TS when D and D% are very large. That is, when there are low levels of Ku -Kd, it might collapse when the leverage is high. We have to study this issue. 
Ahorros en impuestos
Son un subsidio que el gobierno da a la firma por cada gasto deducible de impuestos de renta. Esto se llama una externalidad. El value de este subsidio es de TKdD t-1 , donde T es la tasa de impuestos, Kd es el costo de la Debt y D es la Debt. Así las cosas, el value de la firma se incrementa por el value presente de los ahorros en impuestos o escudo fiscal (tax shield). Es decir, una firma con Debt vale más como un todo que una firma sin Debt. 
